Features:
- Produces a 110° tapered edge flat spray pattern for uniform coverage in broadcast spraying applications.
- Available with a polymer insert holder with stainless steel (015–10 capacities), ceramic (025–05 capacities) or polymer (02–05 capacities) inserts.
- Larger droplets for less drift.
- Depending on the chemical, produces large air-filled drops through the use of a Venturi air aspirator.

See selection guide on page 2 for how to order:

- **AIC11003-VK** – Ceramic with air induction flat spray tips
- **AIC11004-VS** – Stainless Steel / VisiFlo® Color-Coding with Integrated Cap & Gasket

**Recommended pressure rating 30-115 PSI (2-8 bar)**

Always verify tips or orifices you received are the size you require before using with chemical. Chemical rates need to be obtained from your chemical dealer.

**AIC TEEJET**

**PART NO.** | **LIST PRICE**
--- | ---
AIC11004-VS | $19.22

**VS - Stainless Steel w/ VisiFlo® Color-Coding**

**How to order:**
- Specify tip number.
- Specify orifice size.
- Specify spray pressure.

**Optimum Spray Height**

110°

**Spacing**

Grimes, IA 800-351-1587 • Gardner, KS 877-829-8502 • Brimfield, IL 855-778-8500